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Sonic Presence® SP15 USB-C – Applications Manual for
Audio Recording with Android
Android Version 4.2 April 2020

Sonic Presence SP15 Spatial Microphone records stereo audio three-dimensions on Android
smartphones. This manual will help you get started and offer useful tips to get the most out of
your SP15.
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1. SP15 Spatial Microphone™
Sonic Presence’s SP15 spatial microphone records sound with stunning realism. Listeners feel as
if they are there. The sound is a perfect match for the video of today’s smartphones, especially
the latest models with 4K cameras. What’s been missing up until now is the ability to record
sound with a realism that matches the picture. The SP15 Spatial Microphone solves the problem.
It captures the sounds of live events, concerts, shows, band rehearsals and those special
moments as if you are there.
Our engineers developed Sonic Presence by taking a fresh, new approach to sound recording.
We asked the question: Why are sound files so one dimensional when our sense of hearing has a
fantastic ability to locate sounds coming from all around us? Research in the field of cognitive
psychology says the Head Related Transfer Function (HRTF) and its associated time and level
differences are critical for cueing our mind’s auditory perception. Yet traditional microphones do
not capture this function.
We’ve engineered the SP15 to capture an audio image the way your mind’s evolved to perceive
it. We embed the HRTF into the file while making the recording, so it captures sound the same
way we hear it. Using this technique, we can feed your ears the perceptual cues that let your
mind recreate the audio image on playback.
When listeners hear a Sonic Presence file their mind detects the embedded perceptual cues. The
sound image expands outside their head and beyond. Left, right, in front, and behind – they hear
the full 360-degree soundstage all around them. It’s incredibly realistic.
You wear the SP-15 Spatial Microphone on your ears. You become the sound engineer. It’s made
of a malleable material, so you can shape it to fit your own ears. The slip-on design is
comfortable to wear and very discrete. It’s shockproof, waterproof, and it plugs directly into your
smartphone’s USB-C charging port. The SP15 is easy to use. Sonic Presence takes care of the
technical stuff. It’s like having an engineering team in your pocket. Simply plug it in and push
“record”. You’ll make a good sound recording.
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2. How to make a good Sound Recording - by Russ Hamm
People ask me why is it so difficult to make a good sound recording? I know the challenge well.
When I started out as a young sound engineer, I struggled to find answers to questions like:
what’s the right placement for the microphones? How many microphones do I need to use?
How do I set levels, so I don’t get distortion? It’s a steep learning curve.
Then one day I sat down in the studio and just listened to the sound of the instruments. It was
an enlightening experience. So simple. There was “air” in the sound and a three-dimensional
quality with dynamics that I could never capture with traditional microphones. It was an
experience I would never forget. It planted the seed, which years later, grew into Sonic
Presence and the SP15 Spatial Microphone.
Sonic Presence records sound exactly as you hear it. The recording is a perfect replica of what
your ears hear and what your mind remembers. You don’t need to learn any special, new
techniques. Just listen with your ears. Position yourself where you like the sound you hear.
Hook the SP15 on your ears and press “record.” Sonic Presence will take care of the technical
stuff. You’ll make a great sound recording.
Recording Jazz, Pop and Rock bands playing live in clubs is a passion of mine. There is nothing
like capturing a performance with a live audience reaction. If you’re using an iPhone, choose an
App like the built-in Camera or Motiv Audio. For Android try Open Camera or Field Recorder
Pro. Either choice will record stunning quality audio. You’ll get the best results if you position
yourself 9 to 18 feet (3 to 6 meters) from the performers. For soloist performers like an acoustic
guitarist or a violin recital, it’s better if you get a little closer. Not too close though, because
you’ll want to capture the acoustics of the room that’s so important to the sound of these
instruments.
Recording Music lessons and Band rehearsals for instant replay is another great use of Sonic
Presence. Have you ever heard yourself play? How good do you really sound? How’s your
technique? Sports players study hours of replays to perfect their skills. Now musicians can do
the same. Hook the SP15 on your ears and push “record.” Sonic Presence will make a great
sounding recording of your performance. You can play it back instantly while the memory is
fresh in your mind. Reality often differs from what we remember, but a recording doesn’t lie.
Replay is your personal teacher that tells you the truth and helps you improve your skills.
Symphonic Orchestra recordings present a formidable challenge. You’ve probably noticed the
forest of microphones for live broadcasts. Sonic Presence eliminates this complexity. Recording
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an orchestra is as simple as finding a good seat 6 to 10 rows from the conductor. Hook the SP15
on your ears and press “record.” You’ll capture the full dynamic range of the performance from
the delicate sound of the wood winds to the thunder of the percussion and brass. It’s like being
there!
Legal Disclaimer: Recordings you make with Sonic Presence are strictly for your own personal use. You may not sell
the recordings or use them for any commercial purpose unless you first obtain the permission of the performers and
the copyright owners. Doing so without their permission may be a violation of law.
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3. Connecting the SP15 to Android Phones
The SP15 Spatial Microphone uses a USB-C connector. It plugs directly into Android Phones
using the included USB-C cable.
Prior generation Android Phones use a microB connector. You can use an “On the Go” OTG
adaptor cable (sold separately) to interface between the microB connector and the SP15’s USBC connector.

When you start an Android App with the SP15 connected to the phone, you will see a message
that looks like this. Press OK. If you don’t get this message, then unplug everything and start the
App again. If that doesn’t work, then reboot the phone.
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4a. Recommended Audio Formats:
Quality

Ultra

High

CD

Good

Fair

Sampling
Word Size
Format
Bit Rate

96kHz
24bit
PCM
4,608kbps

48kHz
24bit
PCM
2,304kbps

44.1kHz
16bit
PCM
1,411kbps

44.1kHz
16bit
AAC
320kbps

44.1kHz
16bit
MP3
128kbps

4b. App Comparison Table
Android

Audio Recording Apps
Video Apps with Stereo Sound
USB Audio
Field Recorder Recorder PRO Motiv Audio Motiv Video Open Camera

Functionality
Advanced
SP15 Microphone
Indicator
Y
Meters
Visibility
excellent
Calibrated
Y
Accuracy
excellent
PPM
Y
VU
N
Mic Volume Control
N
Sampling Frequencies
96kHz
Y
48kHz
Y
44.1kHz
Y
Others
Y
Word Size in bits
16/24
Digital File Types
WAV/PCM
Y
AAC
Y
MP3
Y
Time Display
Y
Waveform Display
Y

Intermediate

Intermediate

Intermediate

Intermediate

Y

Y

Y

N

very good
Y
good
Y
N
Y

very good
Y
good
Y
N
Y

good
N
ok
Y
N
N

no meters
N
N
N
N
N

Y
Y
Y
Y
16/24

Y
Y
Y
Y
16/24

N
Y
Y
N
16/24

N
?
?
N
16

Y
N
N
Very Large
N

Y
N
N
Y
Y

N
Y
N
Y
N

N
Y
N
Y
N
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5. Audio and Video Apps for Android with Stereo Sound
The following Apps record stereo sound on an Android phone using Sonic’s SP15 Spatial
Microphone. The Android connects to SP15 with a standard USB C to C cable. Older generation
Androids use a microB connector, which requires an OTG Adapter Cable. You must use an OTG
type cable. The charging cable that came with the phone will not work.
This manual describes each App’s functions for making an original audio recording. Many of the
Apps have additional signal processing functions (editing, equalization, dynamics) that are not
addressed here. For details about these functions, please consult each App’s Instruction
Manual. We give you the URL for each developer’s website where you can find additional
information.
Each App is the creation of an individual developer. There are no industry standards for audio
recording on mobile devices, so you’ll find the User Interface (UI) as well as the signal
processing varies widely between Apps. Some Apps will take over control of Sonic Presence’s
internal Digital Signal Processing (DSP) in unexpected ways. We’ll try to point these out in the
following descriptions of each App.
One Android function we find very handy is the “lock screen” button. It’s the button on the top
right edge of your phone also called the Power Button. When any of these Audio Apps are
running, pressing “lock screen” will lock all controls and shut off the screen. The Audio App
keeps running. Now you can put the phone in your pocket and not have to worry about
accidently hitting a wrong button. To exit “lock screen” mode, hit the “Home” button. That will
return you to the Audio App screen.
The International standard for testing microphone output level is 94dB Sound Pressure Level
(SPL), which is equal to a pressure of 1 Pascal. That is loud! When we do our final testing of the
Sonic Presence Spatial Microphones however, we do it at an even higher level of 120 dB SPL.
That is as loud as it gets at a heavily amplified Rock Concert. Our reason for this choice is to
guarantee you will not have any distortion caused by the microphone. If there is distortion in
your recording, it’s probably because the App’s Mic Volume is not set correctly.

The way you set the Mic Volume is by watching the colors displayed on the meter scale. You
want to set the Volume so the meters show green most of the time, yellow some of the time,
and red only once in a while when the sound reaches its peak loudness.
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5a. Field Recorder
Audio Recording App – with capability of recording up to 96kHz, 24-bits resolution.
http://www.pfitzingervoicedesign.com
Field Recorder is an Android App with many built-in functions. We recommend you visit their
website where you’ll find a great deal of useful information about how to use this App’s special
functions. When you start up the Field Recorder App with the SP15 microphone connected, you
will see a message indicating the App recognizes Sonic Presence. When this message appears,
tap “OK” to proceed to the App’s Main Screen.
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The Main Screen of Field Recorder has large transport buttons, very visible meters and an
intuitive menu with all the important functions clearly visible. Note: the “Boost” function is Mic
Volume.
Press the “in Mic” button to select a microphone input. There are five selections to choose
from. We found the “in: Mic B” works best with Sonic and our Galaxy phone.
Pressing the Pause button(yellow) puts the App in Monitor Input mode, so you can see your
signal levels on the meters. The meters in this App are remarkably accurate. Press the “Meter”
button to bring up a menu for setting the meter parameters. Select “Stereo” format and set the
file type to “Wav 48” for 48kHz sampling. When you are ready to record, press the big Red
button.
You cannot reduce the Mic Volume with this App. You can increase it by pressing the “Boost”
function. It brings up a slider control with up to 50dB of gain. Be careful! We recommend you
leave it set to “Boost off”. We’ve set the internal gain of Sonic’s SP15 so that a 0dB indication
on the meters is equal to 120dB SPL (Sound Pressure Level). That’s loud and should provide
sufficient headroom to work well for most music recordings. If you’re recording something very
quiet and need some gain, here is how:
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Click the “Settings” button on the Main Screen to bring up the following menu. Select “Rec” to
bring up the Record settings.

Here you have a lot of options for setting recording defaults. You’ll find the “Boost” function
only increases the Input Level, so be careful. Don’t drive the meters to the top of the scale,
which will cause distortion. There’s an option labeled “Low recording gain”, but that only works
for the internal microphone. You also see there is an option to reduce the recording word size
to 16 bits from the default depth of 24 bits. We recommend you keep your original files in 24bit format for best quality. When you export a file this App automatically “dithers” the
resolution from the 24-bit internal format to a 16-bit output in the file format that you specify
(WAV, AAC). Dither is beyond the scope of this manual, but you can read about it here:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dither
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The Mic Volume control for this App is labeled “Boost.” It is calibrated. However, it only boosts
the level from nominal 0dB. You cannot decrease the gain below 0. We calibrate the Sonic
sensors, so 120dBSPL will equal 0dBFS (Full Scale) at the 0-gain setting. You can increase Mic
Volume by as much as 50dB using the Boost control. This is a very large increase, which can
easily result in distortion. Use caution when making this adjustment.
The dynamic response of this App is very linear, which means that changes in the Mic Volume
cause linear changes in the Output Level. There is no compression taking place. Your recordings
will capture the full Dynamic Range of any performance.
The App’s meter scale follows no particular industry standard however, the Meter Menu gives
you several choices for setting the range of the meter’s scale and the behavior of the display
(ballistics). There is also a button at the top right of the Main Screen that opens a waveform
display and a spectrum analyzer. Pretty neat stuff!
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5b. USB Audio Recorder PRO
Audio Recording App – sampling frequency up to 96kHz, 16/24-bits resolution.
www.extreamsd.com
This App has its own custom developed USB processing engine that runs on Android hardware.
The Input and Output of the App are routed to the phone’s USB connector. You’ll need a USB
digital to analog converter to connect your headphones. When you boot up this App, you will
get this message if the App sees the Sonic Presence SP15. When it appears, tap “OK” to
continue.

The Main Screen of this App has a large time code display. There’s complete information about
the file type, stereo meters and large transport controls across the bottom of the screen and a
selection of menus across the top.
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Selecting the I/O menu brings up this screen:

Here you can select the Input and Output sample rate and the word size of 16 or 24 bits. The
larger the word size, the higher the audio quality. At the very bottom of the screen, you select
the file type. You can choose between an uncompressed WAV file or various compressed file
formats.
Selecting MIXER brings up this screen.

The sliders labeled Unit 3 control the Mic Volume for the Left and Right channels. Since there
are no calibration marks, getting a balance between the channels for stereo can be a bit tricky.
The Mute button shuts off the audio. The MON button routes the Input signal to the Output for
monitoring.
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5c. Shure Motiv Audio
www.shure.com
Audio Recording App – sampling frequency up to 96kHz, 16/24-bits resolution.
When you boot up the Motiv Audio App with the SP15 plugged-in, you will get this message.
When it appears, tap “OK” to continue.

Motiv is an easy to use App for making stereo audio recordings. The main screen has the basic
transport controls and the meters. There’s a clear indication at the top of the screen that the
input is SONIC PRESENCE. You can switch between various sampling frequencies and 16/24 bits
by pushing on the blue “16/48 kHz” located below the waveform display. That will open up a
menu displaying all the combinations of settings that are possible on an Android. The file type is
fixed at WAV linear format. There is a utility to convert the file to AAC after it’s recorded.
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The stereo meters show you the input level for recording. There is a MIC GAIN control, but it
does not work with our Sonic Presence microphone. It only adjusts the gain of the phone’s
internal microphone.
Operation with this App is very simple, and it’s all done from the “RECORD” screen. You push
the red “Record” button to start recording. You push the “Pause” button to stop. Then you
must push the “Check” button to save your recording. That’s it!
The “My Recordings” screen shows you a menu of your recordings you’ve saved. You have to
hit the “Check” button in order to save them. At the bottom of the screen you see the “Play”
button. This is a simple Player with an analog output. You must plug into the analog headphone
jack to listen. There’s no USB output. It also does not show you any level meters or time code. It
simply plays the file that you’ve selected.

Clicking on the scissor icon opens a simple editor that allows you to make cuts and splices to
your audio recordings. The buttons labeled “MIC SETUP” are specifically for controlling Shure’s
line of Motiv microphones. The controls have no effect on the SP15.
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5d. Shure Motiv Video
Video App with Stereo sound recording – Video up to 4K resolution with audio sample rates of
44.1 & 48kHz and AAC file formats
www.shure.com
Motiv is an easy to use video App for Android with stereo audio. When you open this App with
the SP15 connected, you will see this box appear at the bottom of the screen. Click OK.

Here is the main screen. The first feature that catches our attention is the green audio level
meter on the left side of the screen. The meter only shows one bar, but the recording is in
stereo. You see the indication at the top of the screen the mic selection is Sonic Presence.
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At the bottom of the screen is a row of settings showing the video frame rate, video resolution,
audio sample rate and audio file type. Pressing on each will cycle through the various settings.
The audio sample rate is 44.1 or 48kHz, while the file format is AAC at 96-, 128- and 256-bit
compression. We recommend 48kHz and AAC 256-bit for best quality audio.
The big red button at the bottom of the screen is Record. Just to the right of it is a microphone
icon that opens a MIC SETUP screen. You will see Sonic Presence at the top and a large audio
level meter below that. There is no control for mic Volume. We calibrate the Sonic sensors, so
120dBSPL will equal 0dBFS (Full Scale) at the 0-gain setting.
Note that the video picture is vertical. That is the way this App works on a Galaxy 10 phone.
Interestingly, we tried it on a Pixel 3 phone, and the video picture is horizontal. You’ll need a
video processing if you want to rotate the file image to either horizontal or vertical.
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5e. Open Camera
Video App with Stereo sound recording
opencamera.sourceforge.io
OpenCamera is a workhorse App for Android video with stereo audio. It’s been around for
several years and the performance is rock solid. It shoots video in up to 4K resolution (hardware
dependent), while the audio is fixed format AAC256 with 16bit resolution. There’s a good set of
camera control settings, but the instruction manual only offers brief explanations. What follows
are our recommendations for setting up the audio.
The Main Screen of Open Camera does have an audio meter, but it only appears as a white bar
in the center of the screen when you are recording. There is no indication that the source is the
SP-15 microphone. To see what’s going on with audio, you have to click on the Gear icon at the
bottom left of the picture.
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Clicking the Gear icon opens the menu “Camera Controls”. Here you find the options for
controlling the camera settings and features.

Scrolling down the menu of “Camera Controls” you will see the list of options. You’ll find the
controls for Audio under “Video Settings”.

Here are the Audio controls. You’ll want to turn on: “Record audio.” Click on the “Audio Source”
to open the next menu.
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Select “Unprocessed”. This will select the SP15 microphone plugged into the USB port. Do NOT
select “External mic” that does not work. Next go back to the “Audio channels” menu to select
“Stereo.”

That’s all the audio controls you get with Open Camera. You can shoot some video and play it
back to check that the audio is working properly with the Sonic Presence SP15. This App has no
volume control for the microphone input level. You just point, shoot and keep an eye on the
white meter bar.
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5f. Android Standard Camera
www.google.com
This App supports Stereo Sound with external USB Input on some devices, but not from others.
We’ve tested this App with Pixel Phone and it supports Stereo input from the SP15. We tried
this App with Galaxy Phones and found it does not record in stereo using SP15.
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6. Troubleshooting/FAQ
Android device does not recognize the SP15.
1. Unplug the USB-C cable connecting the SP15 to the Android.
2. Reboot your Android phone.
3. Plug your SP15 back into the Android with the USB-C cable.
4. Relaunch your recording App.
Recording has high pitched noises (RF interference).
RF interference may occur in urban areas. Make sure your phone is set to “Airplane Mode”.
Left and right channels are reversed.
Make sure to put your Sensors on the correct ears. Right is the red colored earhook.
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7. Dynamic Range
Sonic Presence’s Level Test Setup and Measurement Procedure
Our basic design concept for the SP15 was to develop a sound recording device which simulates
human hearing as closely as possible. That means it must be capable of operating over an
enormous dynamic range without a level adjustment and without distortion. Basically, a “point
and shoot” microphone anyone can use to record sound the way they hear it.
First, we determine what’s the maximum Sound Pressure Level (SPL) we can expect. Tests with
musical groups, rock bands, orchestras and in live clubs revealed peaks up to 114dBSPL are
common. We decided to add an extra 6dB of headroom and set 0dB Full Scale equal to 120dB
SPL. Looking at the figure below you can observe that sound at this level is so painfully loud that
listening to it is unbearable. This is the point at which our level meter scale registers 100% or
0dB or the maximum number of bits for our digital converter.
Today we have hardware capable of processing 24-bit audio samples at bit rates of 96kHz or
even higher. That’s means it’s possible to handle a dynamic range of 144dB (ratio of
16,000,000:1) and a frequency range of up to 40kHz (12 octaves). These are greater than the
range of human hearing according to what we know from current scientific research.
The limits of dynamic range for audio hardware are determined by the maximum amplitude
before the onset of distortion on the loud side and the amplitude of the noise floor on the quiet
side. If we dimension our signal levels so the quiet side is equal to 0dBSPL, which is the
threshold of human hearing, then the maximum level of a 24-bit signal chain on the loud side is
144dBSPL. That’s well beyond the level of human pain and will permanently damage our ear’s
hearing.
What we’ve described so far is the theoretical range of a 24-bit system. On the practical side,
however, there are some limitations. The conversion of real-world analog signals to digital
samples is not a perfect process. This is particularly so on the quite side where electronic noise
and manufacturing imperfections creep into the precision of the analog to digital conversion
process. Today’s technology achieves a precision of 20-bits on the high side while more typically
achieving 16 to 18-bits in commercial devices. Still, this is an enormous dynamic range, which
can exceed 100dB or a ratio of 1:100,000.
The SP15 microphone design incorporates a 24-bit analog converter. We’ve chosen 120dBSPL
as the level at which we generate a full scale 24-bit digital sample. Our experience with live
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music proves this is sufficient for recording extremely loud concert performances of amplified
bands and very large orchestras.
On the quiet side, our experience shows dynamic range is limited by the noise of the acoustic
environment. In the real world we live in, acoustic noise levels below 40dBSPL are rare. The
very quietest recording studios and concert halls can sometimes achieve 20dBSPL, but that’s
without people. Our experience making hundreds of live recordings using the SP15 proves that
105 to 120dB dynamic range is what’s practically achievable for a master recording.
You don’t want to try reproducing that at home on loudspeakers or headphones. The neighbors
will kill you or worse, you’ll destroy your ears. What’s practical at home is something like a
60dB dynamic range. That will be determined by the difference between the room noise and
how loud you can turn up volume before the neighbors complain.
So why make a master recording with 120dB dynamic range when we can only playback 60dB?
Well, it’s like driving a Ferrari. The speed limit may say 60, but it’s really nice to know that you
could be doing 120!
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Audio Dynamic Range
Examples
Painfully Loud

dB SPL
VR15-USB
126

dB FS
0

Rock Band

Action Movie

1Pascal

Loud Stereo

90

Party

72

Conversation
54
Living Room
Whisper
Sound
Studio

-12

108

94dB SPL

-24
Dynamic Range 105dB

Orchestra

-36
-48
-60
-72
-84

36

-96

Threshold of
Hearing

0

Noise

18

-108

-148
Scale = 3dB/division
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8. Testing Methods
Sonic Presence’s Level Test Setup and Measurement Procedure
In order to accurately measure signal levels and determine the precision of meter readings you
must use calibrated test signals. For our acoustic tests we used an ANSI S1.40 - 1984 calibrated
sound generator. It produces a 1kHz sine wave signal, which is switchable between 114dB and
94dB SPL (Sound Pressure Level). The International standard for testing microphones is 94dB,
which is equal to a pressure of 1 Pascal. When we do our final testing of the Sonic Presence
Spatial Microphones, we set the output level to equal 0dB Full Scale at 120 dB SPL. That is as
loud as it gets at a heavily amplified Rock Concert. This choice of signal level guarantees there
will be no distortion caused by the microphone. If there is distortion in your recording, it’s
because the Input Gain is set Incorrectly.
We made our test measurements by inserting the Sonic Presence sensors directly into the
sound generator’s calibrated sound chamber. For our digital measurements, we used a 1kHz
function generator with an output signal amplitude that we could adjust in steps of 0.1 millivolt.
We then injected that signal into the analog sensor input of the Sonic USB Interface. (CAUTION:
You should not try this at home. You could permanently damage the unit.)
For both of these measurements, the Sonic Presence’s digital output signal is then plugged into
the USB port of the test device to determine the digital signal levels. We used three different
measurement Apps to insure the accuracy of our digital test signal. The first is the ProLevel
Meter App from Katasura Shareware. The second is Apple’s Logic Pro X App and the third App is
MusicScope from XiVero. All of these Apps are running on a MacBook Pro computer under OSX.

sensor
Acoustic
Generator
analog

Sonic Presence
USB Interface

digital

Function
Generator
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This Reference Table shows the output level of the signal generator in millivolts in the left
column. We calculate the level in dB in the next column to the right. The next three columns
are the actual readings in dB shown on the scale of the three measuring Apps.

Reference Table
generator
mV rms
80
55
40
20
10
5

calculate
dB
0
-3
-6
-12
-18
-24

ProLevel
dB
0
-3
-6
-12
-18
-24

Logic
dB
0
-3.5
-6
-12
-18
-24

MusicScope
dB
0
-3
-6
-12
-18
-24

We measure the signal levels and meter indications of each App using our reference test
signals. The digital output of the Sonic Presence Interface feeds directly into the phone’s USB
port.
We record a test file for each App noting the Input Level meter readings for each step of the
test signals. Then we played back the file with the App and note the meter readings on the
screen and measure the analog output levels. We do this by connecting a calibrated dB meter
to the phone’s output. In most cases the output is the phone’s headphone jack. However, there
are some Apps and phones that have no headphone output. In those cases, we used an
AudioQuest DragonFly Digital to Analog Converter (DAC) plugged into the phone’s USB output.
The phone’s volume control was set to maximum to insure output amplitude consistency for all
of these measurements.
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iPhone
Android
App

analog

digital

Function
Generator

analog

Voltmeter
calibrated
1Volt rms =0dB

Sonic USB
Interface

This table shows our test results for the Field Recorder App. Note that this Apps meter has a
scale calibrated in dB. We also indicate the level by noting the lit LEDs: orange, yellow and
green.
Now you can see how the Apps meter readings correspond to the digital input signal level and
the phone’s analog output. We’re looking for linearity, meaning a 50% decrease in the
generator mV signal level should correspond to a 6dB decrease in the output level. You might
notice some slight discrepancies at the top of the scale as the level approaches 0dB. That’s the
reason you want to keep your maximum recordings levels below -6dB or lower to avoid any
distortion. Since this is digital, you don’t have to worry about noise like you do with analog
recording. The noise floor is more than 90dB below your recording level. For practical purposes,
we can say there is no noise!
Field Recorder
scale
scale marking
generator mV rms
calculated level in dB
PB level dB(analog)
reference acoustic level

green
-25
5
-22.9
-26

green
-21

green
-17
10
-16.9
-20

green
-13
16
-12.8
-15

yellow
-12
18
-11.8
-14.5

orange
-11
20
-10.9
-14

94dB SPL
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orange
-6
35
-6.0
-9

orange
-1
70
0
-3
114dB SPL
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